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Abstract
Third-harmonic microscopy is one of the emerging techniques for noninvasive microscopic imaging of biological structures. We
use a novel technique for nonlinear optical material characterization and study the eﬀect of diﬀerent environment and the structural
sensitivity of the third harmonic. In particular, a transformation of collagen in solution is observed for the ﬁrst time using thirdharmonic generation. We also study the ultimate limits of the third harmonic to detect micro- and nanoscopic features inside living
cells and ﬁnd that structures as small as 50 nm can be detected using the current level of technology.
Ó 2003 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Multiphoton microscopy has become an important
technique for the investigation of biological phenomena
where three-dimensional imaging, high contrast, and
high resolution is essential for understanding the biological functions of diﬀerent structures (Denk et al.,
1990). Over the last years there was a great deal of attention to truly noninvasive microscopic techniques
based on nonlinear optical techniques (Delﬁno, 1978;
Freund et al., 1986; Zhang et al., 1998; Peleg et al., 1999;
Moreaux et al., 2001; Campagnola et al., 2002; Barad
et al., 1997; M€
uller et al., 1998; Squier et al., 1998; Yelin
and Silberberg, 1999; Duncan et al., 1982; Zumbusch
et al., 1999; Potma et al., 2000). The advantage of these
techniques come from a simple fact that information
about cellular structure and properties does not require
a foreign marker, such as a dye molecule, but is rather
supplied by the molecules of interest. Since any nonlinear optical technique relies on the high intensity of the
incident laser pulses, most of the signal is coming from
the highly localized focal volume, providing excellent
spatial resolution and discrimination against out of fo-
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cus tissue. The sensitivity of nonlinear optical techniques
to the structural changes in simple systems has been
proven (Shen, 1996), and it is now challenged by the
complexity of biological molecules.
One of the most dramatic examples is the use of the
second harmonic generation for microscopic imaging.
Microscopic organization of biological molecules in
ordered oriented structures like collagen ﬁbrils (Freund
et al., 1986; Campagnola et al., 2002) or cellular membranes (Zhang et al., 1998; Peleg et al., 1999; Moreaux
et al., 2001; Petrov et al., 2003) gives rise to coherent
second harmonic generation from these structures, allowing discrimination of these structures against the rest
of the living cell. Any dynamic changes in these structures are reﬂected in the intensity and polarization
properties of the second harmonic signal.
Another interesting application of the nonlinear optical microscopy comes from the third-harmonic generation (Barad et al., 1997; M€
uller et al., 1998; Squier
et al., 1998; Yelin and Silberberg, 1999). In a tightly
focused beam no third-harmonic generation is possible
for a homogeneous medium. However, if the boundary
between two media lies near the focal plane of a laser
beam the third-harmonic signal is rather strong and can
be easily detected using photomultiplier tube (PMT) or
silicon based detector. Thus, this nonlinear optical
technique can be useful in identifying and visualizing
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interfaces inside living cells (Squier et al., 1998; Yelin
and Silberberg, 1999).
However, there is an important question on how
much structural information can one get from these
images, what kind of dynamic changes can be observed,
and what type of biologically signiﬁcant processes can
be followed using the technique of the third-harmonic
microscopy. It is also important to understand the
minimal feature size, which can be detected by this
technique.
Recently we have demonstrated that third-harmonic
microscopy, which utilizes the properties of circular
polarized light (Yakovlev and Govorkov, 2001), can
provide additional information about the structural organization on the interface, i.e., distinguish interfaces
with ordered structures, like cellular membranes, from
the disordered ones.
In this report we describe our results on using thirdharmonic generation for characterization of solutions
and biological nanostructures. First, we describe a novel
technique we have recently developed (Shcheslavskiy
et al., 2003), which allows fast and precise characterization of colloidal solutions in terms of their third-order
nonlinear optical susceptibility. Then we demonstrate
the examples of using this technique for characterization of saline solution and collagen. We demonstrate
experimentally for the ﬁrst time the extreme sensitivity
of the third harmonic to the structural changes in collagen. Finally we will discuss the ultimate resolution
imaging capabilities of the third-harmonic generation
microscopy.

2. Theory
When high intensity laser light of a frequency x interacts with a medium the polarization of the medium,
~
P , is described by the following equation (Boyd, 1992):
$
~
P¼v
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The ﬁrst term in Eq. (1) describes an ordinary linear
polarization of the medium, while the second and the
third terms are responsible for the generation of
the second and third harmonics, correspondingly. In the
scope of this work we are interested only in the third
term, which is proportional to the third-order nonlinear
$ð3Þ

optical susceptibility tensor v . To calculate the intensity of third harmonic generated by a focused laser
beam, one has to integrate Maxwell equations for the
nonlinear wave at the frequency 3x with the induced
polarization term described by Eq. (1). We follow the
procedure described in (Bjorklund, 1975) and use a slow
varying amplitude equation to describe wave propaga-
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tion along the z-axes, which is chosen to be perpendicular to the focal plane of the laser beam,
2ik3
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where E1 and E3 are the amplitudes of the incident
fundamental ﬁeld and third harmonic, respectively; k1
and k3 are the wave numbers for the pump and the TH
beams, respectively; b ¼ 2px20 n1 =k1 is the confocal parameter of the focused beam, where x0 is a spot size;
Dk ¼ ð6p=kÞðn3  n1 Þ is the wave vector phase mismatch; x3 ¼ k3 c and vð3Þ is the nonlinear susceptibility of
the medium. We assume a Gaussian proﬁle for the focused beam. The existence of a nonlinear wave propagating only in one (forward) direction is the other
assumption made in deriving Eq. (2). By integrating (2)
across the interface, we obtain the amplitude for the
electric ﬁeld of the TH wave in the form:
h
i
3r2
exp
2
3 px 3
x0 ð1þi2z=bÞ
E3 ðr; zÞ ¼ i
E
2 n3 c 1
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Z z
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2
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z0
The total TH power can be obtained by integrating the
power density over the beam proﬁle.
If there is a homogeneous medium in the focal plane
of the laser beam, Eq. (3) produces a zero value for E3 ,
i.e., no third-harmonic signal will be detected (Boyd,
1992; Bjorklund, 1975). This result is generally explained
in terms of the Gouy phase shift acquired by a focused
laser beam. One can also use a theoretical approach
utilizing Green function formalism (Cheng and Xie,
2002) to describe third harmonic generated by a tightly
focused laser beam. The major diﬀerence is the use of a
nonparaxial approximation in our approach, which is
typically justiﬁed in the case of a moderate numerical
aperture focusing objective (Jiang et al., 2000). The interface between two media results in an abrupt change
of either the refractive index or the nonlinear susceptibility, or both, giving rise to a strong third-harmonic
signal. Clearly the intensity of this signal is the function
of the properties of the interface. Our goal is to extract
the value of vð3Þ for unknown medium. The easiest way
to do it for solution is to use a covering glass medium as
a reference medium, i.e., measure the third-harmonic
signal generated on the interface between air and glass,
and glass and unknown solution (see Fig. 1). This way
there is no need in measuring the exact values of intensity and spot size of the incident laser beam, and
scattering and absorption in solution will equally aﬀect
the intensity of both beams. The reﬂection from the ﬁrst
interface can be taken into account by introducing a
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Fig. 2. A schematic of the experimental setup for vð3Þ measurements.
CS, a fused silica cover slip; F, a short-pass ﬁlter; S, a spectrometer
with an attached liquid-nitrogen cooled CCD; MS, a microslide.

Fig. 1. A schematic diagram illustrating the ratio imaging scheme for
vð3Þ determination of unknown solution. The upper beam generates the
third-harmonic signal on the air–glass interface, while the lower beam
generates the signal on the glass–solution interface.

corrective coeﬃcient, since in the above analysis the
reﬂected wave is not considered. Assuming that aberration due to focusing are not important (which is true
(Hell et al., 1993) for a moderate numerical aperture
focusing lens in our experiments), the relative ratio of
the third harmonics generated from two interfaces can
be used to characterize the nonlinear susceptibility of
unknown solution provided the prior knowledge of all
the refractive indices and the nonlinear susceptibility of
the covering glass.
From Eq. (3) we calculate the power of the third
harmonic generated on each interface and take a ratio of
these powers, making a relatively simple equation for a
single unknown parameter, vð3Þ , of unknown solution
(Shcheslavskiy et al., 2003).

3. Experimental demonstration
To prove the validity of our approach we ﬁrst use for
our characterization a simple solution of methanol in
water. As a cover glass we use a 170-lm-thick fused
silica window (Esco Products). The nonlinear optical
susceptibility of fused silica in a nonresonant case is
ð3Þ
known: vfused silica ¼ 2:57  1014 esu. As a laser source
we use a recently developed the long-cavity Cr:forsterite
laser (Shcheslavskiy et al., 2001), which produces >200mW, sub-40-fs, 1250-nm pulses at 26.5 MHz repetition
rate. The choice of the wavelength is very appropriate
for the variety of multiphoton microscopy applications,
since laser light at 1250 nm does not scatter as much as
the light at 800 nm (typical wavelength of femtosecond
Ti:sapphire laser) allowing deeper penetration of laser
radiation into the tissue (Tuchin, 2000; Golubovich

et al., 1997). In the same time both second and third
harmonic of this radiation lie in a nonabsorbing spectral
region, minimizing the possible damage. The laser beam
is focused on the interface (see Fig. 2) by an aspheric
lens (L1 , f ¼ 4:5 mm, NA ¼ 0.55) and the third-harmonic radiation is collected by an aspheric lens (L2 ,
f ¼ 8 mm, NA ¼ 0.5) and re-imaged with a lens (L3 )
into the spectrometer with an attached liquid-nitrogencooled CCD.
We use a water solution of methanol as a liquid,
whose nonlinear optical susceptibility has to be determined. The choice is governed by the relatively wellknown parameters of both liquids, so we can compare
our measured results with the values measured by other
techniques. Both methanol and water are transparent
for the third harmonic, but we emphasize the fact that
our method does not rely on the transparency of the
sample, since the absorbing layer of a liquid will equally
absorb the third-harmonic signals generated by both
interfaces, and the signal level is at least 10 orders of
magnitude above the detection limit of our system.
We mix methanol with the double-ionized distilled
water and measure the third-harmonic power as a
function of a relative methanol concentration. This dependence is shown in Fig. 3A. There is a very small
diﬀerence in refractive indices of water (nwater ¼ 1:326)
and methanol (nmethanol ¼ 1:323) at 1250 nm, while there
is a dramatic change of the third-harmonic power for
pure solutions of these liquids. The change of the thirdharmonic power generated at the second interface is
primarily due to the change of the nonlinear optical
susceptibility of our solution.
We can determine the vð3Þ values for solution (see
Fig. 3B), and, knowing the exact concentration of liquids, the nonlinear susceptibilities of both liquids. It leads
to the following values of nonlinear susceptibility for
water and methanol: 2.85  1014 and 3.40  1014 esu,
respectively. These values are in a very good agreement
with the earlier published results (Kajzar and Messier,
1985).

4. Nonlinear susceptibility of ion-containing solutions
Many biological processes involve the variation of a
local concentration of certain ions (Ca2þ , Kþ , Naþ , etc.).
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Fig. 3. (A) The ratio of the third-harmonic powers generated on two
interfaces as a function of methanol concentration in water. (B) The
measured value of vð3Þ of solution as a function of methanol concentration in water.

To be able to explain and quantify results of microscopic third-harmonic imaging (Canioni et al., 2001), it
is important to characterize a solution in terms of
nonlinearity. As an illustrative example, we use a variable concentration of sodium chloride in the double
ionized distilled water as a liquid, whose nonlinear optical susceptibility has to be measured. The results of
these measurements are plotted in Fig. 4A as a function
of the salt concentration. For the maximum concentration used in our experiments we observe as much as a
ﬁvefold increase of the relative third-harmonic power on
the interface between solution and fused silica. There are
no signiﬁcant changes of the water refractive index as a
function of salt concentration, and the above observation can be explained in terms of the increase of the
third-order nonlinear optical susceptibility of the saline
water solution. This increase of nonlinear optical susceptibility can be understood from a simple physical
picture. When salt is added, sodium and chloride ions
start to interact with diﬀerent parts of the water molecule (oxygen and hydrogen, respectively), thus, stretching the molecule. This increases the dipole moment of
the water molecule, the eﬀect predicted by molecular
dynamics simulations (Smith and Dang, 1994), and
gives rise to a higher value of the nonlinear optical
susceptibility. For the 30% sodium chloride water so-
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Fig. 4. (A) The ratio of the third-harmonic powers generated on two
interfaces as a function of sodium chloride concentration in distilled
water. (B) The measured value of vð3Þ of solution as a function of
sodium chloride concentration in distilled water.

lution we obtain the value of vð3Þ to be 3.69  1014 esu.
Since the signal intensity is not directly related to the
absolute value of this nonlinearity, but rather depends
on the diﬀerence of two nonlinearities, which is typically much smaller than the absolute value by itself,
the resulted changes in the third harmonic are signiﬁcantly larger than the changes in the nonlinearity of
the solution. It gives us a promise that third-harmonic
imaging microscopy may become a valuable tool for
monitoring dynamic changes of local ionic concentration (Canioni et al., 2001). However, some prior
knowledge is required since the third-harmonic generation process does not distinguish between diﬀerent
ions and is sensitive rather to the changes of polarization of molecules induced by the variation of local
concentration of these ions.

5. Structural changes in collagen
Collagen, being one of the most important proteins in
living organism (Karp, 2002), was studied primarily
by second harmonic imaging technique (Tuchin, 2000;
Guo et al., 1996; Stoller et al., 2002; Kim et al., 1999).
Collagen molecule has a triple-helix structure, which
consists of three polypeptide chains coiled into a left
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handed helix. Three left-handed chains then intervene to
form a superhelix. Its rod-like structure has a diameter
of about 1.4 nm and the length of about 300 nm. There
are about 17 types of collagen, but the most widespread
is type I collagen, which is the major structural component of skin, bone, dentin and other connective tissues
in which it exists in forms of ﬁbrils with diameters from
30 to 300 nm. The molecular weight of this biopolymer
is about 300 kDa, and consequently the molecular
weight of a collagen monomer is 100 Da.
In spite of the fact that there was a comprehensive
study on collagen, which allowed to determine orientational order of collagen in tissues, second-order of
nonlinear susceptibility of ﬁbrils and other important
properties of this protein many questions were left unanswered.
What is the relationship between the structure of
collagen and its nonlinear optical properties? What are
the ﬁrst- and second-order hyperpolarizabilities of collagen in monomer form? It is important to know that to
better understand structural changes which can happen
during processes of thermal denaturation, glycation,
enzymatic cleavage, and other processes, which are
speciﬁc for pathophysiologic conditions in biological
tissues. Comparison of the results on nonlinear susceptibility of the collagen at diﬀerent levels of organization
(monomer-ﬁbril-fascicle) may provide very important
information on polarity of the biological tissues in
general.
All the nonlinear optical studies of collagen have
been performed with either the biological tissues,
containing collagen ﬁbrils, or with fascicles deposited
on the slides. In ﬁrst case, there are a lot of other
factors inﬂuencing second harmonic generation (for
instance, elastin can contribute to second harmonic
generation from skin). In the latter case, measurements
were done at the conditions far from physiological
conditions.
This paper we present the ﬁrst results on measurements of second-order hyperpolarizability of collagen
trimers. To the best of our knowledge such measurements are done for the ﬁrst time.
Collagen type I is obtained from calf skin and supplied by ICN Biomedicals. Following the recipe (Kaminska and Sionkowska, 1996), we dissolve the protein
in 0.04 M acetic acid solution with a concentration of
about 10 mg/ml. Then this concentrate is used for adding to pure 0.04 M acetic acid solution in experiment.
The pH of the solution is 4.8.
The relative power of the third harmonic is shown in
Fig. 5A as a function of collagenÕs concentration. We
can determine the vð3Þ values for collagen solution using
equation for normalized third-harmonic signal and using the known value of vð3Þ values for fused silica. The
third-order nonlinear susceptibility of the solution can
be written as (Verbiest et al., 1994):

Fig. 5. (A) The ratio of the third-harmonic powers generated on two
interfaces as a function of collagen moleculesÕ concentration in solution. (B) The measured value of second-order hyperpolarizability hcicol
as a function of collagen moleculesÕ concentration in solution.

ð3Þ

vsol ¼ F 4  ½Ncol hcicol þ Nacid hciacid ;

ð4Þ

where F is the local ﬁeld correction factor:
F ¼ ðn2 þ 2Þ=3; Ncol , Nacid are the number of collagen
and water molecules, respectively; hcicol and hciacid represent the orientationally averaged second-order hyperpolarizability of collagen and acetic acid molecules,
respectively.
From the concentration dependence of vð3Þ for the
collagen solution we determine hcicol from Eq. (4) (see
Fig. 5B). In the analysis of these measurements we make
the assumption that the local ﬁeld correction factors
are independent of the molecular species, and that refractive index is independent on concentration in these
relatively dilute solutions. At concentrations up to
5.5 mg/ml (1016 collagen molecules per cm3 ): Region I,
we get hcicol ﬃ 1:521034 esu.
At concentrations of collagen 5.6 mg/ml, which corresponds to 1.05  1016 collagen molecules per cm3 in
solution, we observe a rapid increase of the relative
third-harmonic signal (see Fig. 5A, Region II). In terms
of the second-order hyperpolarizability of collagen, it
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Fig. 7. A schematic diagram illustrating application of the third-harmonic generation to the detection of ultra-small particles in solution.
ZR is the Rayleigh length, R is the characteristic size of a particle.
Fig. 6. The angle of polarization rotation of collagen in solution as a
function of collagen moleculesÕ concentration in solution.

increases nearly twice in comparison to the Region I,
and amounts to 3.34  1034 esu (at 5.6 mg/ml). Such
strong enhancement of hyperpolarizability can be possible in the case when there are strong local inhomogeneities in solution. We should note that this aggregated
collagen is a polar material since the nonlinear hyperpolarizability is increased (Prasad and Williams, 1991).
After increase of third-harmonic signal we observe a
rather fast decrease in the signal and, correspondingly,
in second-order hyperpolarizability (Region III in Figs.
5A and B). The possible reason for this drop is that at
high concentrations of collagen a process similar to
helix–coil transition happens and as a consequence a
structural order is destroyed which brings to the drop of
the harmonic signal (Kaminska and Sionkowska, 1996).
In order to verify our later hypothesis we also measure the circular dichroism of collagen solution. We ﬁnd
that in earlier identiﬁed Region III the collagen solution
experiences signiﬁcant reduction of the circular dichrosim (the angle of rotation per unit concentration
decreases by a factor of three with respect to original
value (see Fig. 6). This ﬁnding conﬁrms our original
assumption of the transformation behavior of collagen
observed by the third-harmonic generation.


Z R

Exp½iDkw z

Pv /  cwater
dz
2

1 ð1 þ 2iz=bÞ
Z R
Exp½iDkc z
þ cmat
dz
2
ð1
þ 2iz=bÞ
R
2
Z 1
Exp½iDkw z 
þ cwater
dz ;
ð1 þ 2iz=bÞ2 
R

ð5Þ

where cmat is the hyperpolarizability of material of these
cylinders. Integrating Eq. (5), results in the fourth power
dependence of the generated third-harmonic signal on
the characteristic size of a microscopic object, R
(Shcheslavskiy et al., 2003).
We experimentally test this dependence by measuring
the power of the third harmonic generated in the volume
of the liquid, when small polystyrene beads (Polysciences) are placed in the water solution, which was
ﬂowing through a cell to avoid possible trapping of
microspheres by a laser beam. A typical dependence of
the third-harmonic power on the concentration of these

6. Imaging of small nanostructures
So far we have considered the third-harmonic generation on the interface of only two media. What happens if a small object (with the size much smaller than
the Rayleigh length of the focused laser beam) is placed
in the focal plane? Will it produce the third-harmonic
signal and how strong this signal will be?
For simplicity, we consider a cylindrical object of the
radius R and the length 2R placed symmetrically with
respect to the focal plane of the laser beam (see Fig. 7).
In this case the integration in Eq. (3) along z-axis results
in three separate integrals:

Fig. 8. The measured power of the third-harmonic signal generated in
the bulk of solution containing 700-nm size polystyrene microspheres
as a function of microspheresÕ concentration. Squares—experimentally
measured data points, solid guide is drawn to provide a guide to an
eye.
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copy. An ability to noninvasively detect micro- and
nanostructures inside cells, and structural sensitivity of
the third harmonic may be used for gaining important
information about biological structures and their hierarchy. In the same time, relatively strong signals make it
possible real-time observations and dynamic measurements of the changes on the micro- and nanolevel.
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Fig. 9. The power of the third-harmonic signal generated in the bulk of
solution containing polystyrene microspheres as a function of microspheresÕ size. Squares—experimentally measured data points, solid
guide shows a fourth power dependence, dashed line shows for comparison a sixth power dependence.
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